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Keyboard zoning

• Modern keyboards allow a musician to play multiple instruments at the 
same time by assigning zones—fixed pitch ranges of the keyboard—to 
different instruments.
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Automatic instrumentation

• Goal—Dynamically assign instruments to notes in solo music
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Automatic instrumentation – Use cases

• Intelligent musical instruments

• Assistive composing tools
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Challenges & proposed solutions

• Lack paired data of solo music and its instrumentation
• Easy to obtain multitrack datasets
→ Downmix multitracks to mixtures to acquire paired data

• Require domain knowledge of each target instrument
• Know which pitches, rhythms, chords and sequences are playable
• Hard to specify as some fixed set of rules
→ Adopt a data-driven approach with machine learning
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Proposed pipeline – Overview

• Acquire paired data of solo music 
and its instrumentation
• Downmix multitracks into single-track 

mixtures

• Train a part separation model
• Learn to infer the part label for each note 

in a mixture

• Approach automatic instrumentation
• Treat input from a keyboard player as a 

downmixed mixture
• Separate out the relevant parts
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Part separation

• Goal—Separate parts from their mixture in multitrack music
• A part can be a voice, an instrument, a track, etc.
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Prior Work
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Relevant topics

• Voice separation
• A subset of part separation where all 

parts are monophonic

• Automatic arrangement
• A more general task that involves 

instrumentation, reharmonization, 
melody paraphrasing or orchestration

• Music generation
• A more general field that covers each 

stage in the music creation workflow
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Prior work – Voice separation

• Some worked on small, carefully-annotated pop music datasets [1,2]
• Some allowed synchronous or overlapping notes in a voice [3–6]

• Reported results only on small test sets in certain genres

• Some used machine learning models with hand-crafted input features
• Multilayer perceptron (MLP) [1,7]
• Convolutional neural network (CNN) [8]
• Long short-term memory (LSTM) [9]
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Prior work – Automatic arrangement

• Some worked on reduction
• Mapped musical scores for large ensembles to parts playable by a specific instrument 

such as piano [1–6], guitar [7–9] and bass [10]
• Focused on identifying the least important notes to remove

• Some arranged orchestral music from piano [11]
• Did not guarantee that all notes in the input piano map to parts in the output
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Prior work – Music generation

• Some used RNNs with an event-based representation [1]
• Some used Transformers with event-based representations [2–8]
• Some generated multitrack music [4,7]
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Problem Formulation
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Sequential representation of music

• A piece of music is a sequence of notes.

𝑥 = 𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑁

• A note is a tuple of its time, pitch and (optionally) duration.

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖 or 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖

• Each note is associated with a part label.

𝑦𝑖 ∈ {1,… , 𝐾}
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Part separation

• Goal—Learn the mapping between notes and their part labels
• We frame the task of part separation as a sequential multiclass 

classification problem.
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Three classes of part separation models

Context given to predict the label of the current note 𝑥𝑖:

• Independent model―without any context.

• Online model―only the past 𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝒊−𝟏

• Preferable for live performance and other use
cases that require real-time outputs

• Offline model―the past and the future 𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑵

• Can find applications in assistive composing tools
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Models
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Proposed models – LSTMs 

• LSTM [1]
• An online model
• 3 layers

• 128 hidden units per layer

• BiLSTM [2]
• An offline model
• 3 layers

• 64 hidden units per layer
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Proposed models – Transformers 

• Transformer-Enc [1]
• An offline model
• 3 multi-head self-attention blocks

• 128 hidden units in multi-head self-attention with 8 heads
• 256 hidden units in feedforward network

• Transformer-Dec [1]
• An online model that uses the lookahead mask
• 3 multi-head self-attention blocks

• 128 hidden units in multi-head self-attention with 8 heads
• 256 hidden units in feedforward network

21[1] A. Vaswani, N. Shazeer, N. Parmar, J. Uszkoreit, L. Jones, A. N. Gomez, Ł. Kaiser, and I. Polosukhin, “Attention is all you need,” NeurIPS, 2017.
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Input features

• time—onset time (in time step)
• pitch—pitch as a MIDI note number
• duration—note length (in time step)

• frequency—frequency of the pitch (in Hz; formula: 𝑓 = 440 × 2(𝑝−69)/12)

• beat—onset time (in beat)
• position—position within a beat (in time step)
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Baseline models – Zone-based algorithm

• Simulate a common feature in modern keyboards
• A pitch range (i.e., the zone) is preassigned for each instrument.
• Notes will automatically be assigned to the corresponding instrument.

• Learn the optimal zones for the whole training data and use the learnt 
zones at test time

• Oracle case—Compute the optimal zones for each sample and use them 
at test time
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Baseline models – Closest-pitch algorithm

• A heuristic algorithm assuming that “the closer the pitches are, the more 
likely they belong to the same part”

• Require the onset time of each track for initialization

ො𝑦𝑖 = ቐ

𝑦𝑖 ,

arg min
𝑗∈{1,…,𝑘}

𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗
′ 2

+𝑀 𝑎𝑖 ,
if 𝑥𝑖 is an onset

otherwise
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Baseline models – Multilayer perceptrons (MLPs)

• Use multilayer perceptrons with hand-
crafted features that encode the context [1]

• Use 3 fully-connected layers with 128 hidden 
units each

• Modifications:
• Remove `interval’ features as there is no upper 

bound for the number of concurrent notes
• Change the proximity function to L1 distance

• Oracle case—Replace prior predictions with 
ground truth history labels

25[1] R. de Valk and T. Weyde, “Deep neural networks with voice entry estimation heuristics for voice separation in symbolic music representations,” ISMIR, 2019.
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Data
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Datasets

• To examine the effectiveness of the proposed models, we consider four 
datasets that are diverse in their genres, sizes and ensembles.
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Data cleansing

• Game music dataset
• Discard the percussive track as it does not follow the standard 128-pitch system

• Pop music dataset
• Use a cleansed pop music subset [1] of Lakh MIDI Dataset
• Map the instruments to the five most common instrument families—piano, guitar, 

bass, strings and brass—according to General MIDI 1 specification
• Discard other instruments (might sometimes be the melody track)

28[1] H.-W. Dong, W.-Y. Hsiao, L.-C. Yang, and Y.-H. Yang, “MuseGAN: Multi-track sequential generative adversarial networks for symbolic music generation and accompaniment,” AAAI, 2018.



Data preprocessing

• Discard songs with only one active track

• Bach chorales, string quartets and pop music:
• Use metric timing (a time step corresponds to some fraction of a quarter note)
• Downsample to 24 time steps per quarter note (covering 32nd notes and triplets)
• Split each dataset into train–test–validation sets with a ratio of 8: 1: 1

• Game music:
• Use absolute timing
• Downsample to a temporal resolution equivalent to 24 time steps per quarter note in 

a tempo of 125 quarter notes per minute (qpm)
• Use the original splits provided along with the dataset
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Experiments & Results
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Implementation details

• Clip the time by 4096 time steps, the beat by 4096 beats and the duration 
by 192 time steps

• Use dropout and layer normalization
• Settings:

• Batch size—16
• Sequence length—500 for training and (up to) 2000 for validation/testing
• Loss—cross entropy loss
• Optimizer—Adam with 𝛼 = 0.001, 𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.999

• Framework—TensorFlow
• Hardware—NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070
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Error analysis – Bach chorales
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Error analysis – String quartets
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Error analysis – Game music
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Error analysis – Pop music
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Representative error cases

• Overlapping pitch ranges or chords for two polyphonic instruments

• Overlapping melodies and chords

• A sequence of short notes crossing a single long note
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Quantitative Results

• Proposed models outperform baselines.

• BiLSTM outperforms LSTM.
• BiLSTM have access to future information.

• LSTM models outperform Transformer 
models.
• LSTM outperforms Transformer-Dec.
• BiLSTM outperforms Transformer-Enc.
• However, Transformer models benefit from 

faster inference speed at test time.
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Quantitative Results

• MLP baseline improves significantly when 
ground truth history labels are provided.
• Errors can propagate over time as it predicts 

the label for each note independently
• Emphasize the need to incorporate sequential 

models for this task

• Proposed models perform relatively 
poorly on string quartets & game music.
• The two violins and two pulse waves are 

sometimes used interchangeably.
• Motivate us to examine the use of pitch hints
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Hints for controllability

• Pitch hints—average pitch of each part
• Helpful in differentiating instruments that are used interchangeably

• Entry hints—onset position for each instrument
• Encoded as a unit step function centered at its onset time
• Also used in the closest-pitch algorithm

• Allow the musician to use interactively to make the
instrumentation process more controllable
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Quantitative Results

• Proposed models outperform baselines.

• BiLSTM outperforms LSTM.

• LSTM models outperform Transformer 
models.

• Closest-pitch algorithm with the 
monophonic assumption achieves a 
surprisingly high accuracy on Bach 
chorales.
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Effects of input features

Four input features:
• Pitch, beat and position 

embedding (Emb)
• Duration (Dur)
• Entry hints (EH)
• Pitch hints (PH)
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Effects of time encoding

Four strategies:
• Raw time as a number
• Raw beat and position as two 

numbers
• Time embedding 
• Beat and position embedding
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Effects of data augmentation

Three strategies:
• No augmentation
• Light augmentation—randomly 

transposed by -1 to +1 semitone 
(during training only)

• Strong augmentation—randomly 
transposed by -5 to +6 semitones 
(during training only)
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Out-of-distribution testing

• Test on POP909 [1] (trained on LMD)

44[1] Z. Wang, K. Chen, J. Jiang, Y. Zhang, M. Xu, S. Dai, G. Bin, and G. Xia, “POP909: A Pop-song Dataset for Music Arrangement Generation,” ISMIR, 2020.
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Out-of-distribution testing

• Test on POP909 [1] (trained on LMD)
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Discussion & Conclusion
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Ambiguity of the task
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Limitations

• Part separation is not a perfect 
surrogate task for automatic 
instrumentation.
• Input mixture might not be playable

• Automatic instrumentation needs 
to balance between accuracy and 
diversity.
• Could benefit from generative modeling
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Future directions

• Generative modeling of automatic instrumentation
• Learn the one-to-many mapping
• Balance between accuracy and diversity 

• Unpaired automatic instrumentation
• Easy to find solo music and easy to find multitrack music
• Can we unsupervisedly learn an automatic instrumentation model?

• Large-scale pretraining for symbolic music models
• Part separation could be an additional source of music knowledge supervision
• Could improve performance for other downstream symbolic music tasks
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Conclusion

• Proposed a new task of part separation and framed it as a sequential 
multi-class classification problem

• Examined the feasibility of part separation under both the online and 
offline settings

• Showed that our proposed models outperform various baselines through 
a comprehensive empirical evaluation over four diverse datasets

• Presented promising results for applying part separation models to 
automatic instrumentation

• Discussed the ambiguity of the task and suggested future directions
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Thank you!
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